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Grayscale 2020-04-24 this book is an artifact and journal of khoa vu s personal work on grayscale a master of architecture thesis
completed at harvard graduate school of design in spring 2019 advised by professor preston scott cohen the book is 264 pages in
total and structured in three parts chapter i is a comprehensive journal of thoughts sketches photographs and artifacts gathered
within khoa vu s one year of travel research and study abroad it is an ongoing developing framework that he is interested in
within the field of architecture chapter ii is the application of the framework to the actual design intervention his master s thesis
at harvard graduate school of design in spring 2019 chapter iii is a conversation between khoa vu and samantha vasseur harvard
gsd march 20 mdes 21 after the thesis was completed the conversation discusses about different readings and observations of
the project as well as new possibilities to extend the investigation in the future
Digital Image Watermarking by Using Intermediate Significant Bits in Gray Scale Images 2012 step into another world
in a colouring book that breaks all the rules epic doodler kerby rosanes allows his wildest imaginings to come to life as he creates
microcosms of strange realities with his own unique twist
Worlds Within Worlds 2020-02-06 explore the mathematical computations and algorithms for image processing using popular
python tools and frameworks key featurespractical coverage of every image processing task with popular python librariesincludes
topics such as pseudo coloring noise smoothing computing image descriptorscovers popular machine learning and deep learning
techniques for complex image processing tasksbook description image processing plays an important role in our daily lives with
various applications such as in social media face detection medical imaging x ray ct scan security fingerprint recognition to
robotics space this book will touch the core of image processing from concepts to code using python the book will start from the
classical image processing techniques and explore the evolution of image processing algorithms up to the recent advances in
image processing or computer vision with deep learning we will learn how to use image processing libraries such as pil scikit
mage and scipy ndimage in python this book will enable us to write code snippets in python 3 and quickly implement complex
image processing algorithms such as image enhancement filtering segmentation object detection and classification we will be
able to use machine learning models using the scikit learn library and later explore deep cnn such as vgg 19 with keras and we
will also use an end to end deep learning model called yolo for object detection we will also cover a few advanced problems such
as image inpainting gradient blending variational denoising seam carving quilting and morphing by the end of this book we will
have learned to implement various algorithms for efficient image processing what you will learnperform basic data pre processing
tasks such as image denoising and spatial filtering in pythonimplement fast fourier transform fft and frequency domain filters e g
weiner in pythondo morphological image processing and segment images with different algorithmslearn techniques to extract
features from images and match imageswrite python code to implement supervised unsupervised machine learning algorithms
for image processinguse deep learning models for image classification segmentation object detection and style transferwho this
book is for this book is for computer vision engineers and machine learning developers who are good with python programming
and want to explore details and complexities of image processing no prior knowledge of the image processing techniques is
expected
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Hands-On Image Processing with Python 2018-11-30 explore an all new art form in this full length fully rendered and fully
adorable grayscale coloring book you are going to love the results you get with the grayscale coloring pages created by cute
creature expert jane maday not sure where to start just follow the simple step by step instruction to learn how to expertly use
this breakout coloring technique for beautiful results it s super easy relaxing and fun using maday s hand drawn graytone images
as a guide grayscale coloring involves coloring on top of an already shaded image rather than inside of black and white lines like
in a traditional coloring book this technique allows you to achieve complex painterly results easily because the lights are darks
are already applied for you use any coloring tool you like from colored pencils or markers to soft pastels or even combine all
three to color playful puppies curious kittens and plump garden chickadees to beautiful and adorable effect inside you ll find 48
perforated quality coloring pages quick start step by step instruction for coloring the pages fully colored complete versions of
each grayscale image to use for inspiration and ideas easy practice projects to try before you begin
Adorable Animals Grayscale Coloring Book 2017-02-22 grayscale portrait coloring book this exquisite edition features 35
stunning gray tone images printed single side to prevent ink leakage ideal not only for color pencils but also markers crayons or
base for collages smaller size 6x6 inches perfect for travel cover with a glossy finish also be sure not miss out my other statonery
and coloring books
Grayscale Portrait Coloring Book 2021-05-26 grayscale noun ˈɡreɪskeɪl 1 a range of grey shades from white to black as used in a
monochrome display or printout 2 a confessional poetry collection exploring themes of dullness intrigue and doubt
Grayscale 2022-01-29 50 shades of greyscales are detailed images that are sensual and erotic and echo the books name sake
and are intended for adults only the gray scale images have been produced for colouring and are printed on one side only for
framing if you would like to see a youtube video showing all the pages copy and paste the link into your browser youtu be
m7rhn9y4qkc
50 Shades of Greyscale 2016-10-26 neutrosophy is a branch of philosophy introduced by florentin smarandache neutrosophic set
ns is the derivative of neutrosophy it is a powerful tool to handle uncertainty here we applied neutrosophic set to gray scale
image domain for image analysis several authors contributed in neutrosophic image analysis and image processing
Reduction of indeterminacy of gray-scale image in bipolar neutrosophic domain 2020-11-16 in this paper we aim to develop a
new type of neutrosophic crisp set called the retract neutrosophic crisp set and shows a grayscale image in a 2d cartesian
domain with neutrosophic crisp components in the neutrosophic domain
RETRACT NEUTROSOPHIC CRISP SYSTEM FOR GRAY SCALE IMAGE 2018-08-26 this book contains carefully curated lovely
grayscale images of still life flowers from the spring and summer fruit snowmen indoors outdoors even a horse saddle sitting on a
fence there is a frog in the mix though he shows up twice have some fun with it explore your creative mind and relax these times
are so weird with the coronavirus and lockdowns coming and going a therapeutic session with beautiful imagery and your colored
pencils might be just what you need
Still Life 2020-07-12 a totally unique book that is mostly gray scale single sided pages backed in gray for extra page thickness
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this book features the photographs of melissa sue mcdonald from her days as a model before creating three children most
photographs were taken in new orleans bonus black widow pencil pages are included in the back of this book as well such a rare
book to own treat yourself to different
Ghoulish Grayscale Adult Coloring Book 2006-11-20 an inspiring memoir of a young man who went from being an extreme
introvert to becoming the leader of the world s largest youth led organization aiesec at only 24 this shy introvert became the
leader of 40 000 young people across 120 countries and territories and spoke on behalf of youth everywhere in a world in which
more often the extroverts shine it is difficult at times to conquer leadership when one is an introvert this memoir illustrates the
struggles and self doubt that many introverts experience but it is also a powerful example of how one young man s ambition
doesn t allow his introversion to stop him from achieving his goals and searching for the grays in a life assumed to be black and
white this memoir will take you through his personal journey with all its defeats and triumphs it will show you the non glamorous
side of leadership that is often kept behind closed doors he reels you in by writing about his triumphs and disappointments in
infallible candor and brings his story to life with sheer authenticity it s a story of one young man s ongoing battle with embracing
the paradoxes of life while he tries to navigate his way through its many uncertainties heartwarming intimate and witty grayscale
is a hopeful memoir of an individual s transformation in pursuit of finding meaning and purpose
Grayscale 2012 the commonsense by the numbers approach of professional photoshop has shaped the workflows of a generation
of photoshop experts this new edition the first in nearly five years is completely updated for the age of digital photography it
continues the book s tradition of introducing astoundingly effective previously unknown methods of image enhancement the
original photographs found in the book come from a variety of professional sources and all correction exercises are on the
included cd professional photoshop has changed radically from edition to edition and this time is no exception with almost 90
percent new content and completely overhauled coverage of curves channel blending and sharpening professional photoshop
offers a full explanation of how curves bring out detail in the most important areas of the imagen a comprehensive strategy for
blending channels to create deeper stronger images the strengths and weaknesses of cmyk lab and rgb and when to use each
one the first detailed look at the shadow highlight command and even more sophis ticated ways to enhance contrast in the
lightest and darkest parts of the imagen sharpening strategies in three full chapters including the innovative hiraloam method
high radius low amount plus a fiendishly effective method of merging hiraloam and conventional unsharp masking the realities
and the politics of preparing files for commercial offset printing and how to deal with colors that are out of the press s gamut
what camera raw and similar acquisition modules can offer typical problems of digital captures that were not found in the age of
film and how to correct for them
Professional Photoshop 2021-03-19 for all first perspective drawing courses at the freshman sophomore level for majors including
interior design graphic design game art animation and industrial design and for all courses in interior design perspective sketch
and or presentation this book will also be useful in high school courses for students pursuing careers in the applied arts this book
helps students learn how to draw quickly and believably by mastering practical techniques for perspective drawing and
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estimating scale and proportion drawing on extensive experience teaching beginners the authors overcome many limitations of
previous books rather than featuring professional work that beginners can t possibly duplicate they show examples of student
drawings helping students gain confidence and gauge their progress avoiding unnecessary theory math and jargon they help
students develop an intuitive sense of scale and proportion for creating believable perspectives and offer valuable tricks and
shortcuts throughout in place of lengthy narratives they support each lesson with supporting video walking through key
techniques the authors also devote lessons to sketchup for blocking out perspectives and photoshop for enhancing sketches this
is the stand alone text the text is available for purchase with myinteriordesignkit myinteriordesignkit is an online supplement that
offers book specific resources including flashcards study aids images projects and additional material not found in the book the
package containing both this text and midk is isbn 0133012050 if you wish to purchase access to myinteriordesignkit stand alone
go to the site and click on buy access next to the text in use
Perspective and Sketching for Designers 1992-09-21 quantum technology has arrived as one of the most important new topics of
research as it is the newest way to create computing power harness secure communications and use sensitive measurement
methods that surpass the capabilities of modern supercomputers if successfully developed quantum computers and technology
will be able to perform algorithms at impressively quick rates and solve problems that were previously deemed impossible this
technology will disrupt what is already known about computing and will be able to reach new heights speeds and problem solving
capabilities not yet seen beyond its inherent benefits comes the fact that quantum technology will create improvements in many
everyday gadgets as well spanning many industries the research anthology on advancements in quantum technology presents
the latest discoveries in quantum technology itself along with providing its essential uses applications and technologies that will
impact computing in modern times and far into the future along with this overview comes a look at quantum technology in many
different fields such as healthcare communications aviation automotive forecasting and more these industries will be looked at
from the perspective of data analytics pattern matching cryptography algorithms and more this book is essential for computer
scientists engineers professionals researchers students and practitioners interested in the latest information on quantum
technology
Research Anthology on Advancements in Quantum Technology 2017-05-16 infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals
content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects
InfoWorld 2016-10-31 coloring grayscale for fun n 1 fantasy world 25 fantasy grayscale images to color and bring to life bring
these 25 fantasy grayscale images to life by coloring over the gray 25 photos or drawings have been elaborated to give you
grayscale images perfect to color take your colors and give back life to these images imagine your own world use your inspiration
or your souvenirs to construct your vision these images are yours the coloring grayscale for fun books are a set of coloring for
adults compiled at lanicartbooks com coloring is an activity known for its relaxing and soothing benefits combining stress
reduction and fun aspects at the same time taking the time to color is like taking a breath for oneself planning for a relaxing
moment made of calm and quietness of focus a window out of time of your day search for harmony inside you and your coloring
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by choosing the colors corresponding to your current mood you will most probably opt for different colors when coloring the same
image at different moments in time depending upon your feelings at this exact moment you shall focus on the global harmony of
the image or on each element separately some of the images can be complex while others are simpler select the one that best
suits your current mood taking into consideration your desires and the time available to you it s a moment for you enjoy it as
much as possible while you wait for your coloring book to arrive visit lanicartbooks com to learn how you can download free
coloring pages to tide you over
Coloring Grayscale for Fun 2017-07-01 develop intelligent machine learning systems with sparkabout this book get to the
grips with the latest version of apache spark utilize spark s machine learning library to implement predictive analytics leverage
spark s powerful tools to load analyze clean and transform your datawho this book is forif you have a basic knowledge of machine
learning and want to implement various machine learning concepts in the context of spark ml this book is for you you should be
well versed with the scala and python languages what you will learn get hands on with the latest version of spark ml create your
first spark program with scala and python set up and configure a development environment for spark on your own computer as
well as on amazon ec2 access public machine learning datasets and use spark to load process clean and transform data use
spark s machine learning library to implement programs by utilizing well known machine learning models deal with large scale
text data including feature extraction and using text data as input to your machine learning models write spark functions to
evaluate the performance of your machine learning modelsin detailspark ml is the machine learning module of spark it uses in
memory rdds to process machine learning models faster for clustering classification and regression this book will teach you about
popular machine learning algorithms and their implementation you will learn how various machine learning concepts are
implemented in the context of spark ml you will start by installing spark in a single and multinode cluster next you ll see how to
execute scala and python based programs for spark ml then we will take a few datasets and go deeper into clustering
classification and regression toward the end we will also cover text processing using spark ml once you have learned the
concepts they can be applied to implement algorithms in either green field implementations or to migrate existing systems to
this new platform you can migrate from mahout or scikit to use spark ml
Machine Learning with Spark - Second Edition 2023-03-17 learn how to create the illusion of three dimensional space in your
drawings it is as mundane as it is astounding placed in the right way a couple of lines on paper create three dimensional space to
be more exact the illusion of space the interest in three dimensional drawing may initially arise from the intention to depict
visible reality however the creation of depth is a fascinating challenge in every artistic composition drawing perspective methods
for artists is suitable for beginners and professionals alike authors peter boerboom and tim proetel have arranged commented on
and with a guiding hand intuitively and tangibly presented 85 fundamental methods of three dimensional illustration offering a
refreshing simple approach to the graphic depiction of three dimensionality
Drawing Perspective Methods for Artists 2015-10-13 this coloring book includes 25 original unique traditionally hand drawn
illustrations by the artist christine karron it is the 4th book in the series fairy and fantasy by christine karron containing magical
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illustrations of ethereal fantasy creatures beautiful fairies enchantresses and forest spirits of all ages mermaids and water
nymphs detailed female close up portraits with flowers as well as adorably whimsical animal and bird companions all images are
slightly shaded and can be viewed on the back cover image printed single sided each coloring page design is on a separate sheet
premium color interior white paper provided by kdp amazon suitable for all ages and skill levels ideal for coloring with markers
colored pencils pens and or crayons note independent authors publishing through kindle direct publishing amazon have no
control over the paper quality where the book is printed or shipped from please take this into consideration when leaving reviews
thank you
Fairy and Fantasy 4 Grayscale Coloring Book 2017-01-20 coloring like you haven t seen it before welcome to the wild world
of extreme coloring
Animorphia 1992-09-21 enchanted sea mermaid coloring book in grayscale contains 40 mermaid illustrations by molly harrison all
ready for you to add color these images are in grayscale which differs from line art in that all the values from black to white are
included these images look beautiful when mediums such as copic markers prismacolor markers and other alcohol based markers
and colored pencils are used gel pen really livens up the pages with highlights and accents but it is not recommended to use
them over the entire page as it is too opaque and the gradients of the shading will not show through this book is intended for
adults but kids ages 8 and up will enjoy it too depending on individual skill this coloring book is the perfect gift for any mermaid
lover please see molly s other coloring books here on amazon and if you prefer digital downloads please visit the fantasy art of
molly harrison official gallery and shop at mollyharrisonart com
Enchanted Sea - Meramaid Coloring Book in Grayscale - Coloring Book for Grownups 2022-04-05 infoworld is targeted
to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and
projects
InfoWorld 2018-04-03 introduction to uav systems the latest edition of the leading resource on unmanned aerial vehicle systems
in the newly revised fifth edition of introduction to uav systems an expert team of aviators engineers and researchers delivers the
fundamentals of uav systems for both professionals and students in uav courses suitable for students in aerospace engineering
programs as well as flight and aeronautics programs this new edition now includes end of chapter questions and online instructor
ancillaries that make it an ideal textbook as the perfect complement to the author s design of unmanned aerial systems this book
includes the history classes and missions of uavs it covers fundamental topics like aerodynamics stability and control propulsion
loads and structures mission planning payloads and communication systems brand new materials in areas including autopilots
quadcopters payloads and ground control stations highlight the latest industry technologies the authors also discuss a thorough
introduction to the history of unmanned aerial vehicles including their use in various conflicts an overview of critical uav systems
and the predator reaper a comprehensive exploration of the classes and missions of uavs including several examples of uav
systems like mini uavs ucavs and quadcopters practical discussions of air vehicles including coverage of topics like aerodynamics
flight performance stability and control in depth examinations of propulsion loads structures mission planning control systems
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and autonomy perfect for professional aeronautical and aerospace engineers as well as students and instructors in courses like
unmanned aircraft systems design and introduction to unmanned aerial systems introduction to uav systems is an indispensable
resource for anyone seeking coverage of the latest industry advances and technologies in uav and uas technology
Introduction to UAV Systems 2019-09-03 journaling is similar to keeping a diary but it can be kept with specific goals in mind it is
the process of recording the events of your day your thoughts ideas inspiration and anything else you wish to keep a record of it
could make you a better writer journals can also help you get more organized due to the profound changes that writing and
communication can have on the brain even if you are writing the journal only for yourself use the to do list to help you focus the
blank page for notes and doodling coloring picture for relaxation and fun grey scale images for coloring are successfully
accomplished when using colored pencils use a light touch and gradually add more layers as you go along it s a living document
so there is no right or wrong way to create or use it as long as you find it of value in moving forward to become your best self and
live your best life enjoy the process admire relax and color
Celebrate Moments 1977 this book describes new theories and applications of artificial neural networks with a special focus on
answering questions in neuroscience biology and biophysics and cognitive research it covers a wide range of methods and
technologies including deep neural networks large scale neural models brain computer interface signal processing methods as
well as models of perception studies on emotion recognition self organization and many more the book includes both selected
and invited papers presented at the xxi international conference on neuroinformatics held on october 7 11 2019 in dolgoprudny a
town in moscow region russia
Advances in Neural Computation, Machine Learning, and Cognitive Research III 2015-11-04 fairies mermaids fantasy warriors
other beauties from several illustrators and photographers used under license all in gray scale optimized for coloring use the gray
tones as a guide to add depth to your coloring style 42 different illustrations pages printed on one side only pure white 60lb paper
acid free for long art life full size 8 5x11 coloring in gray scale is not for everyone please use the look inside feature before
purchasing to gauge whether this book is right for you or see the youtube video showing all the pages youtu be r1wttc3c95c copy
and paste the link into your browser each page is printed on one side only great for colored pencils and gel pens markers may
bleed through and need a blotter paper underneath the coloring page all images published under license
Gray-scale Ultrasound 2015-07-29 opencv is a famous computer vision library used to analyze and transform copious amounts of
image data even in real time and on a mobile device this book focuses on leveraging mobile platforms to build interactive and
useful applications the book starts off with an introduction to opencv and android and how they interact with each other using
opencv s java api you ll also discover basic image processing techniques such as erosion and dilation of images before walking
through how to build more complex applications such as object detection image stitching and face detection as you progress you
will be introduced to opencv s machine learning framework enabling you to make your applications smarter the book ends with a
short chapter covering useful android tips and tricks and some common errors and solutions that people might face while building
an application by the end of the book readers will have gained more expertise in building their own opencv projects for the
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android platform and integrating opencv application programming into existing projects
Mermaids, Fairies & Fantasy 2019-09-29 color adorable retro art style pages greyscale great book for grown ups who loves to
color cozy romantic vintage figures look inside back cover large book 8 5 x11 pages vintage old style teddy and bunny friends to
color one sided format per page for clean coloring great coloring book gift for grown ups as a relaxing activity to clear the mind
and calm the artistic soul enjoy and share your paintings with the people you love
Mastering OpenCV Android Application Programming 1988 this is a grayscale coloring book which includes 24 original
traditionally hand drawn portraits by the artist christine karron all images are shaded and can be viewed at the back cover image
this coloring book is ideal for advanced colorists but also great for everyone who wants to practice skin colors facial features
values open edges light and shadows printed single sided each coloring page is on a separate sheet the paper in this book is
medium thin smooth surface quality color print paper provided by kdp recommended for coloring with markers colored pencils
pens and or crayons
Friendship - Vintage Grayscale Art - Coloring Book 2019-07-26 this is a grayscale coloring book which includes 24 original
traditionally hand drawn illustrations by the artist christine karron all images are shaded and can be viewed on the back cover
image 20 beautiful detailed grayscale fairy designs close up portraits of fairy faces as well as full body and nature background
illustrations plus additional 4 bonus grayscale pages of different illustrations by the artist christine karron bonus pages autumn
halloween tea party snow day skating and steampunk huntress coloring book is designed for experienced colorists and beginners
as well printed single sided each coloring page is on a separate sheet the paper in this book is medium thin smooth surface
quality color print paper provided by kdp recommended for coloring with markers colored pencils pens and or crayons
Laser Induced Damage in Optical Materials 2019-11-25 fuses design fundamentals and software training into one cohesive book
the only book to teach bauhaus design principles alongside basic digital tools of adobe s creative suite including the recently
released adobe cs4 addresses the growing trend of compressing design fundamentals and design software into the same course
in universities and design trade schools lessons are timed to be used in 50 minute class sessions digital foundations uses formal
exercises of the bauhaus to teach the adobe creative suite all students of digital design and production whether learning in a
classroom or on their own need to understand the basic principles of design in order to implement them using current software
far too often design is left out of books that teach software consequently the design software training exercise is often a lost
opportunity for visual learning digital foundations reinvigorates software training by integrating bauhaus design exercises into
tutorials fusing design fundamentals and core adobe creative suite methodologies the result is a cohesive learning experience
design topics and principles include composition symmetry and asymmetry gestalt appropriation the bauhaus basic course
approach color theory the grid scale hierarchy and collage tonal range elements of motion digital foundations is an aiga design
press book published under peachpit s new riders imprint in partnership with aiga the professional association for design
Realistic Portraits Grayscale Coloring Book 2008-12-11 this book is a wide ranging guide to current and emerging applications of
ultrasonography within nephrology that aims to provide readers with a sound understanding of the rationale for the use of
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ultrasound techniques in various disease settings for example complications following renal transplantation arteriovenous fistulas
renal artery stenosis nonstenotic renal artery pathology renal vein pathology aortic disease and acute renal failure particular
emphasis is placed on newer applications such as those involving elastosonography contrast enhanced ultrasonography and color
doppler imaging there is no doubt that ultrasound techniques can improve the standard of care in nephrology from vascular
access planning to management of uremic complications nevertheless many nephrologists continue to delegate the performance
of ultrasonography to radiologists or other colleagues which is especially regrettable given the advent of affordable portable
ultrasound scanners this book will be of value for all clinicians interested in the role of ultrasound techniques in nephrology and
will be especially useful for nephrologists seeking to incorporate ultrasonography into their practice
Fairies 3 Grayscale Coloring Book 2021-04-29 colouring book 29 original designs to colour a collection of fairies mermaids
angels dragons and other fantasy beings a standard grayscale colouring book
Digital Foundations 2016-07-14 big fantasy coloring book in grayscale features 100 pages of imagery from previously released
books including all images from a world of fairies all images from autumn magic all images from enchanted sea and several
images from fairy coloring book in grayscale i hope you will enjoy these fairies mermaids and witches throughout this book and
bring them to life with your choice of colors suitable mediums include markers please put a few sheets of paper between the
pages to prevent bleed through colored pencils gel pens chalk and pastels be sure to check out my pdf instant download coloring
books fine art prints handmade journals and more on etsy and my website mollyharrisonart com for exclusive coloring pages join
my patreon page at patreon com fantasyartistmolly
Imaging in Nephrology 2019-11-21 miniaturization and mass replications have begun to lead the optical industry in the
transition from traditional analog to novel digital optics as digital optics enter the realm of mainstream technology through the
worldwide sale of consumer electronic devices this timely book aims to present the topic of digital optics in a unified way ranging
from micro optics to nanophotonics and design to fabrication through to integration in final products it reviews the various
physical implementations of digital optics in either micro refractives waveguide planar lightwave chips diffractive and hybrid
optics or sub wavelength structures resonant gratings surface plasmons photonic crystals and metamaterials finally it presents a
comprehensive list of industrial and commercial applications that are taking advantage of the unique properties of digital optics
applied digital optics is aimed primarily at optical engineers and product development and technical marketing managers it is
also of interest to graduate level photonics students and micro optic foundries helps optical engineers review and choose the
appropriate software tools to design model and generate fabrication files gives product managers access to an exhaustive list of
applications available in today s market for integrating such digital optics as well as where the next potential application of digital
optics might be provides a broad view for technical marketing managers in all aspects of digital optics and how such optics can
be classified explains the numerical implementation of optical design and modelling techniques enables micro optics foundries to
integrate the latest fabrication and replication techniques and accordingly fine tune their own fabrication processes
Spirit and Fantasy Coloring Book 2009-11-04 a beautiful grayscale coloring book featuring the illustrations of alena lazareva add
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your own vibrant color this book includes 32 unique different hand drawn illustrations fantasy mushrooms pin up funny animals
fairies fashion illustrations page size is 8 5x11inches pages printed on one side only i recommend using colored pencils use
markers just for small touch ups as well as gel pens use sheet of card under the page you are colouring happy coloring
Big Fantasy Coloring Book in Grayscale - 100 Illustrations to Color by Molly Harrison 2016-06-03
Applied Digital Optics
Amazing Coloring Book. Grayscale
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